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 Take a tour 
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I am the sigh of the sea;

The laughter of the field;

The tears of heaven.

Sighs from the deep sea of affection;

Laughter from the colorful field of the spirit;

Tears from the endless heaven of memories.

– Kahlil Gibran
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Explore 
360° view




Dear Traveler

When the sky gets clear and the rain is over, when the earth is wet and the droplets remain in the leaves, we believe it is the beginning of a new era. A dawn of new lives and new beginnings.

After The Rains, luxury resort in wayanad, is set in a sixteen acre spice garden located in the Western Ghats mountain ranges of the Nilgiri biosphere in Wayanad, Kerala. We offer ethnic, chic and luxury accommodation with earthy and local experiences of Wayanad. After the rains is one of the resorts in Wayanad where attention to all details are taken care of, to give you one of the most memorable holidays in Wayanad, without compromising on the environment. Experiential in nature, the villas, the facilities and the services are very well planned to give you an ideal holiday in one of the best resorts in Wayanad.

read more
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The Resort
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After The Rains, a luxury resort in Wayanad, is set in a 16 acre spice garden located in the western ghat mountain ranges of the Nilgiri biosphere . After The Rains offers ethnic, chic accommodation options with earthy and local experiences of Wayanad…

read more




	

Agriculture
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After the Rains, a nature lovers heaven, is a forest resort in Wayanad overlooking the Nilgiri biosphere. The predominant crops in our plantation are coffee (robusta) and pepper. We also have cocoa, nutmeg, cardamom…

read more




	

Community & Wildlife
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After The Rains, one of the best resorts in Wayanad, is situated in the Moopinad panchayat ,which borders Kerala and Tamilnadu. The people of the neighbouring small village of Puthukkad are mainly plantation workers, farmers & daily wage workers. It is very usual to see crops…

read more
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SUSTAINABILITY




"Nature never betrayed the heart that loved her" said Wordsworth. At After The Rains, this has been our guiding philosophy. We make sure that every possible step is undertaken to preserve the environment and practice sustainable measures in our daily routines.


During the construction extra effort was taken by the management to make sure that no tree, crop or valuable plant...




read more
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How to get there[image: Wayanad Hotels | Plantation Resort in Wayanad ]




Hotel Reservation: +91 70220 13181 [image: Luxury Resorts in Wayanad | Ethnic Resort in Wayanad ]




e-Mail:  info@aftertherains.in[image: Village Resort in Wayanad | Wayanad Resorts]
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Testimonials









	







A hidden gem. The location is absolutely stunning, offering the best valley views. The rooms are thoughtfully designed to maximize this scenery, creating an experience.The property is vast, providing a sense of exclusivity with only a limited number of rooms available. It meant less crowd and a more serene atmosphere.




Abdul Rahman Ansari, November 2023



	







Great place, great good, very good weekend getaway place for quite amd relaxing experience. Special mention about MR RKesh, facility manager and very friendly staff. This place has rooms which are spaced at a distance which really provides you with a lot of personal space and noisy neighbors.




Satyanarayana S, December 2023









	







We stayed in a Pimienta 203 villa for 3 nights. The villa is very beautiful with serene surroundings and a forest view with a private swing . The swimming pool, fishing pond and badminton court are nearest to this villa. With innumerable fruits and flowers plants and birds nearby it felt like nature is your home. 




Biswajit Dey, September 2023



	







Just amazing. Its the perfect place for couples. My husband and I went there to celebrate our first anniversary. It was nothing less than a dreamy vacation. The staff are very friendly and adventurous. Very helpful and on their feet. The food is locally sourced and delicious. Do try their home grown coffee roast. It's too good. Cannot wait to go there again!




Solanki Sengupta, July 2023









	







Absolutely delighting experience, If you are looking for a forest vibe and tranquil atmosphere this place it tops the chart. The staffs are very well behaved and very humble. The stay and services are perfect to spend a lavish and chilling day. The food was really good including the options and the taste. Couldn't find a thing as an improvement. Worthy to visit again




Sharook Rafeek, May 2023



	







One of the top resorts I've ever been to. The front desk staff was really helpful and kind. Excellent personnel who know how to look after customers. The service was outstanding, and the room was properly furnished. Rakesh sir and the staff made even my 5-month-old daughter feel at ease despite the fact that this is my first visit with her. Additionally, if you want to consume organic or real food, this is the place for you.




Amrapali Kunwar, January 2023













read all google reviews
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Quick Contact











After the Rains








Valathoor, Rippon, 



Meppadi


Wayanad, 



 Kerala, India.













Call: +91 94008 81898




        +91 70220 13181








Call:  +91 94008 81898, 

+91 70220 13181 
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